CDC Exterior b-roll description TRT 5:30

:10  Outside, upward angled shot of building 21
:12  Camera pans to other CDC buildings and parking deck
:24  Shot of walkway to building 21 with stone rail in view
:29  Camera pans upward to building 21
:43  Camera pans downward to walkway of building 21
:53  Upward shot of building 21 corner and sky
:56  Camera pans downward to shot of landscape and stream
1:07  Upward shot of building 21
1:27  Camera close-up of corner of building
1:33  Camera pans out from corner of building to include upward shot of building 21
1:47  Camera pans in to corner of building
1:57  Shot of the back of building 19, panning along the rail
2:19  Wide view of building 21, panning back to include trees
2:35  Push past trees of building 21
2:50  Building 21 with person walking in lower left corner
2:59  Shot of fountain and back of building 19; panning across bridge
3:57  Shot of building 21 with two people walking down sidewalk
4:22  Shot of American flag waving, pans out to include main CDC sign
4:49  Panning to front CDC sign
5:00  Panning from sky down to CDC Visitor Center
5:11  Rack Focus sharpens into main CDC sign with cars going past

END